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”OVERLEVEN DOOR WERELDRECHT” ( = SURVIVING BY WORLD LAW) : SHORT
CONTENTS OF THE ISSUE OF MARCH 2016
(Sorry for the poor English : there are no native English speakers around here.)
P.1: World Federalism, a useless utopia?
Is world federalism a useless utopia? Not only marginal individuals deny this, also representative
persons do that, e.g. parliamentarians like those of the Parliamentary Group For World Government.
In a presentation text of theirs we read :
“Her Majesty’s Government should make a solemn declaration that the creation of a world authority
will be the aim of its foreign policy, and invite other governments to associate themselves with such a
declaration.”
We still believe that democratic world institutions could constitute a means to ban war and to better
tackle other survival problems. Doing so we certainly dissociate with so called one worlders aiming at
a new world order. They are said to be utterly rich and mighty cliques who just want to dominate the
whole world. The well-being of their fellow men is not their concern and they are not in favour of a
democratic federal world power. Their aim is not to liberate mankind from war, hunger, violations of
fundamental rights etc.
***
Would a world government also be able to better tackle civil wars? We think so. If there were global
laws and appropriate police forces, it would e.g. be possible to create order in Syria. Nowadays, on
the contrary, armed forces of disagreeing big powers stand face to face in that country, so that the risk
that things escalate, yes lead to world war must be considered very high…
P.2 & 3 : Some news from the world citizens’ front
- In October of 2015, for the third time, a Global Week For A World Parliament was organised.
Around the globe world citizens took part in it.
We adhere to the idea that a world parliament should be created, i.e. a second, directly elected UNOChamber, which in due time could declare itself a world constituent assembly.
- The international secretariat of the Registry of World Citizens published an enumeration of a number
of activities deployed by fellow world citizens. We read e.g. that the centre for registry in Cameroun
signed a contract with Radio Nkosamba, in view of a weekly emission dedicated to world citizenship.
Also our last issue of Overleven door Wereldrecht = Surviving By World Law was mentioned in it.
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- In Mulhouse, in October 2015, an International March For Peace and Fraternity took place. Several
registered world citizens took part in it.
- The Mundial Press Agency (Agence mondiale de presse), created about forty years ago at the
initiative of the Peoples’ Congress, became silent during a number of years. Those last years,
however, it has come to new live. It published several press releases, for example about the Ukraine,
the said March for Peace, the terrorist attacks in Paris.
- The Wereld Federalisten Beweging Nederland (WFBN) := the Dutch section of the World Federalist
Movement, since it was created in 1948, courageously continues its work. It also edits an excellent
paper : “Eén Wereld” = “One World”. Among the activities of last year was a conference in October
about the question : “How necessary are federative co-operations for the creation of a just world
order?” Address : WFBN, Laan van Nieuw Oost-Indië 252, NL-2593 CD DEN HAAG,
tel. +31(0)7-3478196, email : bestuur@wfbn.nl
- World Solidarity Against Hunger (Solidarité mondiale contre la faim) ( SMF/WSH), created in the
beginning of the eighties at the initiative of the Peoples’ Congress as well, continues to do excellent
work, especially in countries of Africa and so called Latin America. It also edits a newsletter “Monda
Solidareco”. Address : SMF / Monda Solidareco, c/o “Les Nids”, F-49190 Saint-Aubain de Luigné,
email : info@globidar.org , + website www.globidar.org .
- We still did not learn whether a session of the Institute For Mundialist Studies (Institut d’Etudes
Mondialistes = IEM) will take place this year. More information can be obtained at : AIGS/IEM.
(IEM = Institut d’Etudes Mondialistes), http://www.universite-ete-aigs.de/
84, rue Saint-Lambert
B-4040 HERSTAL, emails : Service.personnel@aigs.be + iefc@aigfs.be
P. 3 : Crimes against humanity kept secret by the media
In the book “Into the Buzzow” leading journalists expose the myth of the free press. We are in
possession of its German version “Zensor USA”, edited by Pando Verlag in Zürich.
In the preface to it Jean Ziegler, the renowned author about world problems, reports what happened
during the second war in Irak, especially in the region of Kemara and Napaj. American troops shot on
everybody : on women, children, men. According to the UNO 17,000 civilians were killed in that
way. Several tens of thousands of others got severe burns or became crippled. Journalists wanting to
investigate things were not allowed to do so. Said Colonel Rick Long to the Washington Post
(translated) : “If dubious things happen, it is up to the military (only) to examine what went wrong.”
Furthermore, in the chapter written by John Kelly, we read that de Central Intelligence Agency
commits thousands of crimes each year, including torture practices, murders and terrorist attacks…
About this, he claims, mainstream media are compelled to keep silent…
The KGB appears not to be far away…

P. 4/8 : A Few Flashes
P. 4 - In January of 2016 the media reported about the assassination by poisoning of Alexander
Litvinenko in a Londoner hospital. The man, who used to be a member of the FSB (previously the
KGB), had denounced that this agency had attacked apartments in Moscow in order to procure a
pretext to the government to start a new war in Chechenia.
An official British commission examining the murder in London concluded that most probably
president Putin must have known about it. We tend to believe that, but we are sure that something the
like could happen in other big powers and other countries.
- Murders or alleged murders on a distance by radiation weapons are reported regularly. Example :
Darrim Daoud, British, called himself a victim of such weapons. In 2010 his mutilated corpse was
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found on a railway road. However, a few days earlier he still had contacted us without expressing any
desire to make an end to his life. In those days he also told British colleagues he would by no means
commit suicide…
Other example : Heiner Gehring, German, author of the excellent book ”Versklavte Gehirne”, at the
age of only forty-one (2003?), suddenly got cancer and died soon after that. He and many others
suppose that he was actually murdered. Something the like happened to Dr. Rauni-Leena LuukanenKilde (Finland), author of worldwide renown. At seventy-four, very active still, she came to Brussels
in November of 2014 in order to speak on an international conference about secret crimes against
humanity. A few days later she suddenly got a rapidly evolving cancer and on the 8th February 2015
she passed away in Finnish hospital, convinced she had been murdered (like, according to her, several
members of her family had been).
Very concerning was also what happened to Ruth Gill, an utterly courageous activist against the said
weapons and against the organised stalking that may accompany it (including breaking-ins in
dwellings and cars, damaging all sorts of objects, stealing documentation about secret violations of
human rights etc.). Being made disabled due to her victimisation, living on social security, she left
Germany in order to live in Bolivia. There she continued being radiated and stalked as previously. Her
suffering took absolutely inhumane dimensions. Finally, in 2014, she “disappeared”. We did not hear
anything from her anymore and her website was closed. Finally, in the beginning of 2016, we learned
that had passed away in August of 2014. Her son informed us that the autopsy had revealed a poison
in her stomach causing a deadly deficiency of the kidneys…
P.5 - On the 20th November 2014, in Brussels, an international conference took place on electronic
harassment/terrorism and organised stalking. The same happened in Berlin on the 1st and 2nd
October 2015. The meeting rooms were quite full. It is remarkable that so many people from many
countries, in spite of their suffering, could manage to assist the conferences. Unfortunately, almost all
of them considered themselves to be victims, whereas other persons are needed to denounce what is
going on. Above all mainstream media should do this, but they kept absent once more…
A non-victim (?), present at the conference in Brussels, was a polite man belonging to the Belgian
State Security. He had been ordered to have a look at what happened at that… conference of
terrorists! That such slanderous idea was given to him must be called scandalous and even criminal.
Indeed, being characterised a terrorist is the worst taxation persons can get and opens the door to all
sorts of abuses. This is all the more true, as since 9/11 art. 5 of the NATO-treaty has been activated,
so that we actually find ourselves involved in a warlike situation, in which “inner enemies” could be
hunted as well.
P.5 - The philosopher Schopenhauer reminds us that law and order can be achieved only within the
framework of a state, not in the jungle of the international relations, where all is going on according to
principles as formulated by Machiavelli. As world citizens we remark to this that federal structures
have proven to be able to replace violent relations by the rule of law.
P. 6 - On a Google group of world citizens, Pierre Delmotte, an intelligent and well-informed man,
regularly accuses the Western world of committing all possible crimes against humanity, whereas he
praises other countries, particularly Russia (and previous Soviet-Union). We may remind, however,
that in the countries of the Eastern Bloc all independent peace movements were forbidden. Even the
simple act to have oneself registered as a world citizen, except maybe somehow in Yugoslavia, was
considered subversive…
P. 7 -We already reported about the situation of Ms. Melanie Vritschan, Louis Schmidtlaan 45/9, 1040
Brussels (Belgium), tel. + 32 (0)2.732.69.50, mobile phone 0475/92.85.77, email :
mvritschan@skynet.be
She reports that in 2008, whilst being treated in a hospital in Brussels, implants were brought into her
body. Since that time she constantly feels subjected to electrical-like radiation and shocks -- bombings
she also calls it. Moreover she suffers from a suffocating feeling in her neck where a suffocating ring
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of nanoparticles (?) would have been implanted. Those particles cannot be observed by radiology, but
an awful deformation of the hyoid bone in the neck is quite visible on the radiographies. She has a
feeling that the suffocation might… kill her soon. The same is going on e.g. in the case of a surgeon in
Milan, Dr. Alessandra Cechini and, according to Dr. Stanninger from California, in the case of several
victims in the United States.
Whilst suffering all this, Melanie finds herself submitted to organised stalking. This includes that
unknown rascals proceed, up to several times a week, to breaking-ins in her apartment and in her car.
Doing so, they damage all sorts of things, including gas- and electricity-pipes (?) so that the victim has
to spend a lot of money to have repaired what must be repaired (it is not possible, for example, to live
without heating and without electricity). Due to this, in the end, she lacks money to even buy food and
suffers from hunger…
The police of Etterbeek-Brussels as well as the office of the Public Prosecutor reacted in a slack way.
Melanie, urged by us to do so, then asked to encounter the mayor of that municipality. (The mayor is
the administrative chief of the local police.) This was granted, though the mayor had himself
represented by the municipal secretary. The latter emphasized that the victim had to report every
criminal offense to the police. This was plainly adhered to by the chief constable (the police
commissioner) Eddy Vandekerkhove, present at the encounter.
The police, however, continued to hardly do anything -though e.g. inspector Pollet wrote reports- and
the office of the Public Prosecutor dismissed the case, also when new facts occurred again and again.
In the end, totally demoralised by the reaction of the police and the judiciary, Melanie did no longer
complain every time that was broken in. Nevertheless, in the beginning of 2014, whilst a witness was
present, a policewoman and a policeman came to her apartment in order to evaluate the damage. They
would send their report within a few days, they said. This, however, did not happen. Not only the
report, also the said members of the police… disappeared in a mysterious way. At the police station
Melanie was told that they did not know who came to her apartment and that they did not know
anything about a report! Only a year later she did find the latter in the office of the Public Prosecutor,
too late, of course for her to obtain anything from her insurance company.
Nonetheless, the said report proved that the police had recognised at least a part of the damage that
was caused in the victim’s dwelling. This did not prevent the said chief constable, Eddy
Vandekerkhove, to write to the public prosecutor that “Madame fabule”, that “the lady talks
gibberish”.
Such absolutely astounding incapacity to evaluate facts evident to anybody disposing of a minimal
sense of reality might be rooted in bad faith. This is all the more possible, as since 2010 the Belgian
State Security obtained the legal permission to break in into dwellings without warrant. This certainly
must be considered an extremely concerning fact, which undermines the constitutionally guaranteed
inviolability of the dwellings. Moreover, who knows which kind of despicable elements the said
agency uses to proceed to such criminal offenses. On a worldwide scale, indeed, it is reported that
offenders employed for organised stalking lack all ethical sense and are able to any subhuman
behaviour. Who else for example would rub a dirty stuff on the toys of a four years old child, so that
they could not be used anymore? This really happened in Melanie’s apartment!
***
Who can help in this case? The media keep silent. Lawyers abandon the case after a while.
Movements for the protection of fundamental rights sometimes promised to do something, but failed
to so later on. This also applies to peace movements, including non-violent Gandhian groups.
Although this is about radiation weapons, they did not move a finger.
P. 8 - Also politicians mostly show indifference. In the nineties we got reactions from e.g. Tony Van
Parijs, Belgian minister of justice, professor Marc Eyskens, among other things previous minister of
foreign affairs, Eddy Boutmans, fraction leader of the green party. Those last years, however,
politicians tend more than ever to ignore the denounced facts, even if their attention is drawn to the
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fact that the EP recognised the existence of manipulation weapons. All the same, the cabinet of the
minister of justice, for example, replied to a Declaration of Concerned Citizens we had sent. However,
we were informed that this Declaration had been sent to one service or other of the armed forces... In
that way things again came to a dead end.
***
Recently, we also wrote to Ms. Meyrem Almaci, chairwoman of GROEN (green party in the Dutch
speaking region of Belgium), but she did not react. Unlike from ECOLO, the green party in the
French speaking region, we have never received any reaction from GROEN as a party when
innumerable times we sent them documentation about the use of anti-personnel radiation weapons.
Ms. Gwendolyn Rutten, chairwoman of the liberal party, also ignored a message we had sent to her.
She had declared that she wanted individual rights and freedoms to be better specified in he
constitution. However, she seems not to worry about the right not to be tortured livelong and possibly
assassinated.
***
We still mention that registered world citizen Patricia Patfoort reacted only by informing us she did
not want to receive our documentation about the subject. Patfoort is an internationally known
promoter of non-violence. Her behaviour, however, reminds us what Einstein said (translated by us
from a Dutch translation) :
This world is a dangerous place to live in, not because of those practicing evil, but because of those
who stand nearby and let it happen.
P. 8 - If you show concern about secret torture from a distance, you risk to be labelled crazy. It would
be all about delusional phenomena of the paranoid type. Such a point of view is defended by people
who as a rule never have examined anything. He or she who somewhat studies the question cannot
doubt the reality of certain facts, although so much certainly has to remain unknown. This lack of
knowledge is partly due to the immense complexity of the technologies involved as well as to the fact
that almost all information about them remains officially “classified”. Nonetheless, not all is secret.
Publications about patents e.g. reveal a lot.
It is true, however, that a number of people claiming to be victims are suffering not only from physical
symptoms but also from psychic disturbances, a fact that may be called logical in the light of the
technologies used (mind manipulation etcetera). Are there also persons claiming to be targeted by
technical means whereas the causes of their suffering are to be found elsewhere? We don’t exclude
this, but cannot explain it. A psychiatrist told us : “In psychopathological phenomena there are
somehow fashions. There was a time that in psychiatric hospitals certain patients imagined to be
Napoleon.” This, however, must be considered a faulty way of thinking. Indeed, Napoleon used to be
widely known and admired, whereas anti-personnel radiation weapons remain widely ignored.
Moreover, nobody wants to become their victim, whereas poor souls might dream of being the said
warrior and dictator.
Finances
Since the beginning of this millennium our public has become small. Many world citizens died or
moved without telling us their new address. This includes that our financial situation has become
quite precarious. Therefore we ask our readers to transfer a small or less small contribution to the
account of the Register van Wereldburgers, no. BE40 0001 1499 0163.
We will feel eternally grateful to our donators.
Jean Verstraeten
(who is personally responsible for what is written in this issue of “Overleven door Wereldrecht” and of
these short contents.)
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